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Reflecting on 

JAPAN 
A view of the influences which shape the directions of mod~r"l 
Japanese architecture ... 

Fra"cis Wood I~ a ·~ ot the 
School of l.rchlt~cturt' at !Vc:Cru 
UnJwnlty. 

W liA T IS ARCHITECTURE? 
'l'ell ... • Architecture has 
many aspects and a host of 

facet~. We can characterize and 
d1scuss architKture on various levels 
and from d1fferent points of view; it 
is a multi-<llmensional kaleidoscope of 
reciprocating effects it has always had 
with people and their being. lt is on 
the verge of this given notion that the 
study of architKture ~gins to pave a 
road of interest for me. The question 
has continuously stimulated much 
debate and writmg. and 11.·ill forever 
aff~t all contributions architects of 
the wodd make towards it. In this 
article, another attempt is not being 
marfe at defining the impossible; 
however, I share the troubles all 
involved should have as a result of 
~A-~It \lo.-e assess to be a confused state 
of architecture. 

Japan, widely and more poetically 
known as tJwo 'land of the rising sun', 
~ beo:l~ a land of great begiMings. 
~ Japan during my first stay, the two 
years held a proce'Ssion of endless 
surprise-; about the varying modes of 
life. I hav,. since returned to Japan 
for a visit and disc-overed some of its 
colour whkh I had fail~ to see diiring 
my f~rst visit. 

A beginning can be isolat~ when 
coherent and consistent Improvisation 
ocr:urs. \l'e find anrf distinguish 
between period\ :~nd styles in 
:~rchitecture wh<'n thi<; process of 
improvis.1tion is idl'ntifieff. The heart 
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of architecture pulses on the life from 
a list of factors which make for 
infinite improvisation, which is more 
than jun a hopeful thought. A less 
poetic reputation Japan has cultivated 
finrfs root in the Japanese pursuit for 
improvisation on ideas and inventions 
conceived ouhide of Japan. Due to 
their patriotiHn and pride, 
commercialism ensues, prominence 
worldwide is gained, and the culture 
evolves. Where business is concerned, 
Ja~e agressiveness has been linked 
to fatalities suU~red during the Wolrd 
Wars, especially at Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki, but that is a subject 
deviating from my thesis. On account 
of the image of a beautiful silkscreen 
one may have picked up with one's 
remaining yen when leaving Japan, it 
is strange that, as against their less 
serene quality, they manage to be so 
stabll!. 

The curious manner in which the 
Japanese maintain homeostasis, a 
traditionally dichotomous culture rich 
with contrasting facets of business-like 
agressiveness and serene gardens, begs 
some understanding. The country is 
poll tically sett I~; is in good standing 
economiCillly; has a low crime rate -
even in Tokyo, the world's greatest 
urban aglomeration; has had an 
architecture which had profound 
influen<:e on many arr:hitects, not to 
mention Frank lloyd Wright; and is 
dl'ep in evolution of an impelling 
architer:ture being sculpted by Kisho 
Kurokawa, Kiyonori Kikutake, Arata 
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•1 haw, in my ploct', book3 about 
&ngllm hi3tory. I 11/re the bloodiness 
of lt. I hove one St't of eight 
\Olune3. I read only the (lr3t volume, 
alld of thot, only tht' (lr3t chapter, In 
w•ttlch t'Och time I see something else. 
But ~Uy, I om !ntereJJtlld only In 
reodlnQ Volume Zero, lllhlch has not 
bt'en 'l&'rillen. Alld tht> volume Minus 
O~~e.• 
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lsozaki, Fumihil<o Maki, and a host of 
others known as Metabolists, all led by 
one of today's masters, Kenzo Tange. 
My preoccupation rests, then, to shed 
some light on some of the motives 
which drive current Japanese 
architecture, and hence, an 
architecture. 

The first surprise Japan offers is a 
hint of its lifestyles, especially during 
that first ride into Tokyo from the 
airport. Never before has the 
conventional highway, let alone the 
elevated shuto expressways as they 
exist in Japan, wound its way between 
lit tie houses and small buildings. At 
some points, these expressways rise 
over other elevated shuto, leaving 
ground level beneath them for city 
streets, railway traC'ks, or some other 
e>'lential urban u-;c. For even greater 
artkulation of the urban landscape, 
:~dd fly-over monorail traC'ks, neon 
signs which read sometime~ 
incoherently in both J;1panesc and 
English, and leave the haC'kgrounrf to 
the profile or a "uddhist temple and 
the silhouette of Mount Fuj1 rising 
above the clouds, all if you are lucky 
t-nough not to be surterinr, from th<' 
high smor, r:ontent m tht> air. Japan 
i<; not all the ch<tos whic-h delight~ like 
Tokyo doe$, for there are many 
traditional rities like Nikko <tnd Kyoto 
whir:l1 attrac-t a hordP of tourists each 
year. Tokyo, however, 1s unique for it 
is there th<tt JapMC$1' society becomes 
most mysterious, and it is <tl~o only 
there that modern and traditiona l 
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architecture must coexist so closely, 
often touching each other at some 
tenuous threshold of equilibrium. It 
seems telling that only a people with 
a strong social structure and 
philosophy could put up with the chaos 
that is Tokyo. 

Japanese social history i~ of 
quintessential importance in the study 
of any aspect of their architecture. 
Included in the analysis will be a 
discussion of population trends, the 
mobility of the people, the importance 
of technology, and the reliance on 
wood as the staple building material. 
Of all, however, the role of religion 
must be the dominant element. 

Re l igion in Japan has endured thl' 
fight against modernism. The 
evolution of Western thoughts and 
attitudes, according to Auguste 
Comte's fundamental theory, has run 
from the theological to the 
met<lphysical, and in now transcending 
the leg of positivism. In Japan, 
religion ls as much a part of life 
today as lt was yesterday. lt is for 
this reason, perhaps, that Japanese 
people are not 'dehumanized' by such 
articlt's as the 'Sony Walkman'. 

lt is needl ess to say that 
religion is u~unlly the elici tor of 
architecture. Gt'nNal ly 
speaking, Japan<' se arc hi tccturc 
ha~ r<'rn.~rl,,tbi(' 1\uddlu~tic 
<'lf'llr<'llt~. l'hi~ narur.1lly rom<'s 
front lh<' fnC't lhnt lotpanc~l' 

cultllr<' itself is to a great 
ex tent f\uddhi~tic. I 

flucfdhism wa~ taken to Japan from 
China and acfoptecf into the culture, 
evolving into what is now Zen 
1\uddhi~rn. One strong Buddhist 
concept i~ the idea that essential 
emptine~s is trU<' exi~tence. lt is the 
id<'a of maintaining order, of clearing 
a path through which to see, that 
molds arc-hitectural space in Japan. 
Th<' notion, again, has bearing on the 
d<'~ign of .lapanes<' gardens. The 
attempt at perfect composition and 
~pacio11~n<'~S with a few elements in 
the gard<'n is the goal of the artist. 
lt is an attE'mpt at a peacefulness, the 
true essence of relaxation. The 
r<>ligion is a philosophy which gives 
tit<' impulsE' for almost any activity in 
.lapan. "Buddhism influences the way 
WE' p<'rC<'ive and compare space and 
th<' kincfs of relationships we establish 
b<.'tw<'en nature ancf architecture, and 
betwe('n t<'chnology and humanity."2 

The ~orio-cultural d<'velopment in 
Jap<ln ltes tOReth<'r w1th Buddhism to 
~ trurture a mentality that can accept 
th<' urb;m 1 .1nd~r.1pe de~cribed above. 
Not only do W<' n~~ociat<' Japane~e 
archit<'rtur<' with the small scale 
hui lding~ of l<'mple, '>hrint', and hot1se. 
but i I i~ irnpos~ible to vi~uali7.e a 
J,1p.1n<'~<' ~kysrr;,p<-r . In the case of 
th<' P•1J.:nda, we h,we an imar,e of 
t<'rnplf'~ <;t.1d<«•d ,thOV<' <'a<h olh<'r, and 
not or " t.tll entity in it~Pif. 
lilp•Htf'~<' .1rchi lf'<"lllr<' i~ ;tl~o ac1mir<'cf 
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for its place with nature. TllP garden 
is an artistic concept which is as 
much it<;elf as it is part of the 
huilding which it compliments. A 
d<.'ep philosophical understading and 
rt'spect for nature is manifest in the 
architecture, especially in their love 
o( matt'rial<;. 

lapant''>C archrtectllre ha<; a ~ial and 
c:ultur al luo;tory rootf'd in huilding with 
wood. Although wood was the 
predominant material of construction 
and veneer hecause of its availabilty 
and because of earthquake concerns, it 
was also used for the enjoyment 
derived from it. The nature of wood 
is such that it is subjert to the 
activitieS of the elements and rots 
relatively quickly. For this rea•on, it 
is customary that Shinto shrines be 
totally rebuilt every twenty years • 
Amazingly enough, the shrines are 
rebuilt in the same form. "Since we 
are faced with the inevitable mortality 
of all our constructions, the physical 
form becomes only the intermediary 
conveying the poetic essence of 
nature."3 
Acc<'pting th..1t the given matenal 

df"•ires of c-onstruction in a certain 
rnanner, it ha~ become traditional. 
therefore, that the post and beam 
construction contribute to thC' image 
of Japan<.'se buildrng. The shrine is 
th<' picl\Jresquc 'villa' of the Japanese 
garden and is a medium in its<'lf for 
boaHing a skillful employm<'nt of 
construe t ion and usC" of materials. 
Ther<' wao; a· dN'p S<'n•<' of Integrity 
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and harmony - only beauty - that was 
felt .. -hen I asaonded the long set of 
steps and la~ in the garden of a 
nine In Nildco. Without hesitation, it 
is t~ trees, t~ rocks, the colour, the 
fresh air, the -.ood, and the tradition 
of the shrine "·hich came together and 
created an ambiance of beauty only 
the Japanese garden can afford. lt 
-.ere as though it just happened. !t 
was there. The attempt of the 
Metabolisu to derive an architecture 
from such traditions is clearly seen in 
thcir work. The exposed concrete, the 
exposed beams for anticipated 
a:nstruction. and the 'alien' image - a 
reference from the West with respect 
to CUC'rent Japanese architecture. 

The advantage of wood, as made 
mention of above, is supported by tile 
Japanese geography. " .. . The comtry is 
situated in an area of epicentres that 
provides it with a daily cycle of very 
slight ~ism.ir: upsets, an annual cycle 
of earthquakes of quite respt!Ctable 
viol .. nc .. , and another larger cycle, 
,...hirh v.-e hav.. h<-ard referred to as 
gt>nerational, of truly awesome 
cata~trophlc disasters:•4 

Yo•• may never ha"e felt a 'slight 
seismic u~et', but a jolt registering 
five on the Richter scale of eight 
feels as though it were one of the 
'truly awesome catastrophic; disasters." 
Not only does the wood withstand 
earthquakes better than masonry, hut 
bamboo Is being researched f<>r its 
hollow properties \\ilich give it great 
stability. One of the skyscraper~ in 
the hinjuku district of Tokyo is 
basically triangular In plan and ~~ 
hollowed out, enabling one to ~ the 
sky from the middle of the lobby. 
The coocept Is based directly on that 
of bamboo. lt is evident on the ba~is 
of Its geography and availibilty of 
\\ood as a material that ~v~rythin~: in 
Japan is thought of as temporary. lt 
net a I es the Ocddental notion of a 
lastmg architecture, rnanifest by the 
~of stone. 

j 

Inhabiting the islands of Japan are a 
people who have taken t~ production 
of the automobile to limits, partly 
because they are very mobile. 
Historically, the capital of the nation 
found itself in Nara, Kyoto, and 
Kamakura, before Tokyo. Nara and 
Kyoto are therefore very rich in 
traditional architecture. Customarily, 
agricultural workers have migrated. to 
the cities to seek employment dunng 
the periods of unintense farming. To 
this day, there is also much travel and 
pilgrimage to temples and shrines, 
encouraging friendship and an exchange 
of ideas between various regions, 
especially the four main islands of 
Honshu, Kyushu, Hokkaido, and 
Shukoku. 

The importa.nnce of technology is now 
one of the aspects ••e immediately 
associate with Japan. Although seen 
as really Western, technology was 
thought of as being able to be infused 
with the traditional evolution of the 
people anrl thus utili7.ed with a 
different ~t<tte of spirit. The 
Japanc~ don't sec te(:hnology as being 
different and opposing humanity and 
nattJre. Thry se<- themselves as a 

· prodt.Jct of naturt> - gtJic1f"d hy it - and 
tedmology a~ ,J proc1••rt of themselves. 
Hcnc-P, tht>y belong to on<' aocl all. In 
a rollntry where much of the land was 
~aiel to be uninhahi table, technology 
has •w•.'\nt more than a dclltJmanizing 
element. Not bfoauti ful and inspiring 
from afar, virtually hostile and deadly 
for Jiving, this land accounted for 
ab01n eithty P"'rcent of the land area 
until thr advt'nt of technology. Now 
exprc$sways tunnel through 
mountainotJs terrain, offering at the 
light lhf' roost panoramic view of 
villages imaginable. ThP great 
network of ro.'\d~ and railway/subways 
have made for an cffiriency one can 
only irnagii'Y' after visiting, althot1gh 
the hunched over ~i)(ty-year-old lady 
rnay bt> s""n in the early morning 
trdln ron~ takinp, to the city a huge 
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sack or agricultural produce. The 
routine ha~ mapped out an array of 
wrinkles on her leathered face and I 
don't know whether to feel sympathy 
or envy for her ability to carry the 
load. 

Finally, the population of Japan is 
growing at an extreme rate not only 
because of a high birthrate but also 
because of an increase in the elderly 
population as a percentage of the 
population - a result induced by 
rnoc1erniza t ion or th<' environment, 
actvanc,.~ in mNiiral ~iencl", improved 
rnediral and hf'alth r..are ~ystems, and 
growth and development of the 
('('OO()Jny. n,(' av<-r.tg(> life !"pan is .on 
the inrrt"ase and problem~ of housmg 
and h.1bitation, on twenty percent of a 
samll 1.1nc1 nr,.il, indir.atP a need for 
expNt urbnn planners. Indeed, the 
architf'rts are v<-ry conrerned, and the 
r,ovNnrn<'nt ha-. an <tdmini~trative body 
that stt•rnly w.1trht><; over th<
utilizallon of a ll uvailabll" lane!. 



An und<-rstanciing of the hi~tory of 
JlJP<"ln hegin~ to offer insights into the 
definition of Metabolism, which was to 
be an architecture of distinctive 
character utilizing the new universal 
market of materials. Metabolism was 
given birth to in 1960 when a group 
of architects voiced their concerns 
about the direction of archtiecture In 
Japan. Kunio Mayekawa and Junzo 
Sakakwil had taken to Japan from the 
Hudlos of Le Corbusier an 
architecture alien to Japan and 
proposed it as the new direction. 
Ken1.o Tange paved the way of the 
architecture that was to follow, but 
the Metabolist group were apparently 
doubtful of its philosophy. At least, 
they had to clarify Its meaning with 
respect to Japan, for was it in many 
ways alien? 

Le> Corbusler represented a dynamic of 
sorts, Inventive In a very exciting way 
which caught even the Japa nese 
architects by surprise. The continued 
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Modern exposure of the naked 
material, the expression of structure, 
the delight in open space at the 
expense of partitions and furnishing 
impediments, and the satisfaction in 
the use of a module were all 
positively alive in the tradition of 
Japanese architecture. The dominant 
use of wood not onJy as structure, but 
as veneer as well; the resulting 
expression of structure in post and 
beam, instrumental in the overall 
beauty; the open plan so much derived 
from the notion of nature pervading 
a 11 space and all space being part of 
nature. lt would almost seem as 
though traditional Japanese 
architecture was the foundation for 
'Modern' architecture. In any case, 
the new architecture was to entaiJ a 
substitution of concrete for wood, 
being careful to maintain the integrity 
wtth which wood was used in their 
traditional architecture. 

The Metabohst manifesto was not only 
an architecture of change, 
transformation, and growth, but one 
which relished in the transmutation of 
sorts between th<' traditional 
ar c hitecture of Japan and the 
lntermltional Style pursued by the 
release of new materials and new 
techno logi es. Reassured hy the 
similarities Modern architecture 
enjoyed best with Japanese 
archi tf'cture, the Metabolist directive 
was to find some principles upon 
which a supcrstructurt> of thought in 
the future would have a good 
foundation. 

At any rate, Metabolism became 
an e'<tended biological analogy 
meant to replace thc 
mt"r.hanical analogy of orthodo'< 
Modt"rn architecture. lt 
compared buidings and citi<'s to 
an energy proces~ found in all 
of life: The cydes of chi\ngc, 
1 he constant renewa I <lnd 
de~ 1 rue t ion of organic ti~~u<'. 
Th<' metaphor was, howev<'r, not 
so n<'w as i 1 look<'ci to the 
\V('st. In many ways, it was 
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just the recent Taoist philosophy 
of cosmic change and eternal 
growth which makes for endless 
variations on the same theme.5 

The Metabotist philosophy of change 
and transmutation has a timeless goal 
which is almost literally manifest in 
the arch I lecture. By allowing those 
elements of a building which have 
faster rates of deterioration to be 
replaced (mechanical equipment, for 
example) and the more stable elements 
,o be reinforced (such as structure), 
the image of the city may be evolved 
which is coherent but offers a variety 
of detailed imagery by allowing parts 
to be changed. Their ideal is to 
design cities so flexible "in its 
connections that its parts could grow, 
transform themselves and die while 
the whole animal went on living."6 

The country is dotted with 
architecture of such philosophy, but 
Tokyo is and will alwa~ be a mixture 
of a good and bad modernism and a 
traditional vernacular. With 
hesitation, I must express the richness 
of imagery in all the chaos that Tokyo 
ts, and for that matter, most of 
Japan, though not quite of so potent 
concentration. The Japanese are one 
people on many islands and have 
accepted Modernism. Today when one 
is questioning from where Modernism 
was gtven, they are developing on it, 
improving on it, and enjoying the 
successes and failures. lt seems it is 
only from where the sun rises that 
beginnings are being born these davs. 
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